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Abstract
Beyond serving as online diaries, weblogs have evolved into a
complex social structure, one which is in many ways ideal for
the study of the propagation of information.
As weblog
authors discover and republish information, we are able to use
the existing link structure of blogspace to track its flow.
Where the path by which it spreads is ambiguous, we utilize a
novel inference scheme that takes advantage of data
describing historical, repeating patterns of “infection.” Our
paper describes this technique as well as a visualization
system that allows for the graphical tracking of information
flow.

1. Introduction
The rapid adoption of new tools such as weblogs (or
blogs for short) and wikis is transforming the WWW. These
tools have further advanced the ease with which new content
can be created and have led to adoption of the web as medium
for information propagation that had previously occurred
online primarily through e-mail and instant messaging. One
significant use of blogs is as an online diary where individuals
list their own thoughts and experiences and occasionally
comment on those of others. While at times blogs describe
real-world experience, they are as likely to be related to the
individual’s Web based experiences.
Further, as blog
networks form social networks, with bloggers reading and
commenting on each others content, newly discovered
information can propagate through these online communities.
Frequently, blog entries (also called posts) are intended to
relay the latest interesting, humorous, or thought-provoking
information the user has run across. For example, in early
May of 2003 a company called Giant Microbes began selling
stuffed animals modeled after common infections (e.g. the
flu). Dave Barry, the popular humorist, mentioned this
information on his site. Other bloggers, on reading about the
Giant Microbes, became infected and re-published this
humorous meme[8] on their own sites. Bloggers list these
finds with the full realization, or hope, that they will be read
by others.
In this paper, we study the pattern and dynamics of
information spreading among blogs. Specifically, we are
interested in determining the path information takes through
the blog network. This infection inference task is related to
both link inference and link classification but makes use of
non-traditional features unique to blog data. Our goal is to
correctly label graph edges between blogs when one blog
infects the other. The difficulty is that frequently blogs do not
cite the source of their information and appear disconnected
from all likely sources of that information (i.e. other infected
blogs). Thus, we are required to apply link inference
techniques to find graph links that are not explicit.

Understanding how memes are propagated in blog
networks is useful for a number of reasons. First, it allows us
to understand how information can flow through other social
networks and how these structures dampen or amplify this
spread. Further, as we show in [3] infection inference can be
utilized in the construction of alternate ranking strategies for
search engines where we would like to find early sources of
information (the so-called “patient zero”) rather than the most
popular information sources.
In Section 2, we expand on the structure and attributes of
Blogspace. Using these properties we define a set of features
appropriate for infection inference in Section 3. These
include a set of novel features based on repeated infections
between blogs and the timings of those infections. We then
describe a Support Vector Machine (SVM) and logistic
regression based classifiers to find and label potential
infection routes. Finally, in Section 5 we describe an
algorithm that constructs an infection tree which we use to
visually render infections (the application is available at:
http://www.hpl.hp.com/research/idl/projects/blogs/).

1.1 Terminology and Data
It is important to note that we are not studying memes
themselves as they can take many forms which are difficult to
work with and can be difficult to disentangle from other
information (e.g. audio, video). Rather, we concentrate on
well defined links to web pages external to the blog network.
Links are far simpler to detect and track and variants are
infrequent (i.e. there are many ways to describe a web page,
but there are far fewer ways to point at it). We will thus be
tracking the appearance and propagation of links (i.e. URLs),
and will say that any blogs containing this URL are infected.
In the Giant Microbes example this means that we will be
tracking the link to the Giant Microbes website,
http://www.giantmicrobes.com.
For our purposes a blog is a single web page containing
time ordered entries. Our blog data consists of daily Blogpulse
(www.blogpulse.com) differential crawls for May, 2003 as
well as a fulltext crawl from May 18th, 2003. This data set
contained 37,153 blogs with 175,712 URLs that have infected
more than two blogs. The distribution of the number of blogs
citing a particular URL follows a power law with exponent
2.7.
While approximately half a million URLs were
mentioned by only a single blog, a few were cited by
hundreds. This kind of highly skewed distribution is observed
widely on the web, for example in how traffic and links are
distributed among webpages.

1.2 Related Work
Due to their relative newness, academic research on
blogs has been limited. Various measurements have been
made to determine the size and activity of the blogspace[24]
as well as some exploration on the dynamics of blog
communities[3][18]. These prior studies have not specifically
addressed the spread of information in blogs, with the
exception of the work of Gruhl et al. [13], who concurrently
with our work developed a method to identify topics discussed
by blogs and to induce the graph of information traffic
between blogs. There are also a number of online trend
tracking services, including Blogdex, Blogpulse and Daypop,
that list topics and URLs that are currently being discussed in
the blogosphere. Marlow[22] used Blogdex to identify
communities of blogs citing the same URLs, but did not track
specific routes the information was taking.
Despite the usefulness of epidemiological terminology,
the tools and goals of describing true disease epidemics are
frequently different than our own. The goal of epidemic
research is frequently to determine how far and how quickly
an infection will spread rather than to track the disease
through the population. Particular attention has been paid to
the influence of network structure on the existence of an
epidemic threshold, which determines whether a disease will
spread from a randomly chosen individual to a fraction of the
network[25][31]. Kleinberg et al. [16] identified which nodes,
when infected, will maximize the spread of information.
Recent theoretical work [27] has pointed at a possible way to
infer contacts based on infection timings but has not been
tested on real data. Perhaps the most related work is an
attempt to predict the infection tree of a foot-and-mouth
outbreak[14]. This simple but effective technique combined
the distance between animals and infection timings to predict
the infection tree. We will make use of this idea in creating
our own infection trees.
In the social networks literature some attention has been
given to link inference and diffusion[16]. Such techniques
primarily utilize properties of the graph structure
[1][4][6][12][17][28] as well as properties of nodes[29], but
we are not aware of the use of timing information for
predictive purposes.
Similarly, relational data mining research has also led to
various advances in link prediction including inductive logic
programming [23], probabilistic and statistical relational
models [8][10][11], and structural logistic regression[25].
While related to our task, these systems are targeted at
complex relational data and are frequently used for data
discovery applications. The added complexity of these
approaches is not necessary given our data and do not
specifically address the task of infection inference.

it possible to determine the source of infection for any given
blog that is infected with a URL?
The explicit structural information found on blogs is a
good starting point.
Blog creators frequently provide
blogrolls (essentially links to other blogs) indicating
readership and possibly virtual, or real, friendships.
Additionally, blog software allows users to automatically list
referrer links (links generated by log analysis) and trackbacks
[30]. Trackbacks provide a number of features, but the one of
interest to us is the scenario in which one blog user, say Joe,
links to Alice’s blog. Joe’s blog software will automatically
inform Alice’s site of the new link and Alice’s blog software
will add a link back to Joe. This link structure of the blog
network can inform us about the popularity and centrality of
different participants. Mining this structure has already led to
the creation of a number of services (Technorati, Blogshares,
etc.).
Figure 1 illustrates a possible sub-graph of blogspace.
In this example all 4 blogs mention a URL, and furthermore,
Tinfection(C) < Tinfection(B) < Tinfection(A) < Tinfection (D) where
Tinfection (X) is the time when blog X mentioned the URL. The
infection inference task for blog A is then to determine from
which other blog A was infected. Clearly, an infection from
blog D is impossible as D was infected after A. If an explicit
link only exists between A and B (link 1) we may infer that
that B was the source of infection. Note, however, that this is
still not a guarantee as other blogs may exist, that A is
connected to, but which are not in our sample. Additionally,
given the huge number of crawled links, one might expect that
explicit link structure would largely describe routes of
infection. However, this is largely not the case.
For URLs appearing on at least 2 blogs, 77% of blogs do
not have an explicit link to another blog mentioning the URL
earlier. For those URLs infecting at least 10 blogs, 70% are
not attributable to direct links. The bulk of URL mentions on
blogs are free-floating and are considered “unexplained.”
Possible reasons for this include missing data (e.g. uncrawled
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Given any URL, we do not expect that all blogs who have
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Figure 1: The Infection Inference problem.

or partially crawled blogs), external channels (e.g. infection
through email, instant messaging, and mass media), different
URLs for the same page (e.g. the URL to a mirror site or
linking to a sub-page of the main website), and finally
competitive dynamics of blog networks (e.g. authors trying to
retain traffic). We therefore turn to other mechanisms for
determining the source of the information. Whatever the
reason, we frequently find that no explicit link exists to
explain the infection (links 1 and 2 of Figure 1). This case
requires the use of additional variables to infer which of the
possible links is a plausible link. Finally, in the case where
both links (1 and 2) are explicit and plausible we would like
to determine which is more likely.

and the full text. Infection timing was determined through
analysis of differential text crawls conducted from May 2,
2003 to May 21, 2003, where only text differing from one day
to the next was considered.

2.1 Via Links

We briefly describe the examples generated for training
our classifiers. Without the use of extensive human-driven
surveys it would be impossible to determine the true path of
infection (i.e. asking the creator of each blog where they first
saw a given URL). We can, however, make reasonable
approximations. First, we can classify whether blogs pairs are
likely to be linked based on how similar the blogs are.
Second, more pertinent to our goal of tracking infections, we
classify explicit links as being likely or unlikely participate in
the spread of infection. As we discuss below, both classifiers
have positive and negative aspects that makes them
appropriate for infection inference in different ways.

While not often used, there is a mechanism of attribution
in the blogosphere through “via” links. For example, the May
16th entry at www.livejournal.com/users/bentleyw reads:
“8:48a - GIANTmicrobes http://www.giantmicrobes.com/
‘We make stuffed animals that look like tiny microbes—only
a million times actual size! Now available: The Common
Cold, The Flu, Sore Throat, and Stomach Ache.’ (via Boing
Boing)”
Unfortunately, via links are rare. Only 2,899 via links
were found between two known blogs with an additional
2,306 links between a known blog and an uncrawled source
(sometimes a blog, sometimes not). Additionally, blog posts
containing via links may not contain any other trackable
URLs. In exhausting explicit attribution as explanation of
infection we are forced to rely on inference techniques.

The sample of 1000 blogs was found by extracting links
from the explicit network. This sample contained 1841
reciprocated and 2216 unreciprocated links. We randomly
selected an additional 1000 pairs of unlinked blogs from the
set to serve as negative examples. Because via links are rare
for trackable URLs we do not make exclusive use of these for
training and testing but consider them in the random sample.

3.1 Positive and Negative Examples

3.1.1 Link Existence
In order to determine if our features had any predictive
power we applied them first to the task of identifying whether
a link should or should not exist, essentially a standard link
inference task. We define two positive classes: reciprocated
(e.g. both blogs explicitly link to each other), and
unreciprocated (one way links between blogs). The negative

3. Inferring Infection Routes
In order to accurately predict links on which an infection
may travel we would like to take advantage of different kinds
of features available to us about the blogs in our sample.
These include structural features of the blog network,
properties of the blogs themselves such as posted URLs and
text, and finally the timing information of the infections. Our
classifier uses a subset of 5 main features that relate one blog
to another:
•
•
•
•

•

The number of common blogs explicitly linked to by
both blogs (indicating whether two blogs are in the
same community)
The number of non-blog links (i.e. URLs) shared by
the two
Text similarity
Order and frequency of repeated infections.
Specifically, the number of times one blog mentions
a URL before the other and the number of times
they both mention the URL on the same day.
In-link and out-link counts for the two blogs

Blog features were obtained from two data sources
provided to us by Blogpulse. A full text crawl of the blogs on
May 18, 2003 served to provide blog URLs, non-blog URLs,
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Figure 2: Positive (B à A) and negative
examples (DàC) for the infection
classifier. Existing edges that are part of
an isolated, infected, blog pair or single
blog are used.

networks. We find that if blog A links to B and B links to C,
there is a 15% chance that A will link to C as well. We
further found that the directionality of the link mattered, but
not as much as whether a link was present at all. Blogs that
reciprocated links tended to share slightly more links than
ones where the link was not reciprocated. All similarity
distributions for the three categories of pairs were found to be
distinct by the Kruskal-Wallis test with p < 10-5.

class is unlinked pairs where both blogs are disconnected.

3.1.2 Infected Links
While it is difficult in the absence of via links to be
absolutely certain that a link is responsible for an infection,
we can nonetheless find plausible (positive) and implausible
(negative) examples of infections. The positive examples are
found by finding pairs of explicitly connected blogs that are
infected with the same URL but are disconnected from any
other infected blogs. Figure 2 graphically depicts the positive
example (blog B à blog A) where blog B and blog A have
been infected and are linked. We can infer that the infection
of blog B from blog A is plausible given that no other
neighbors of A or B have been infected. We further restrict
the relationship so that blog B must be infected after blog A
for the particular URL. Negative examples are defined as the
link between an infected and an uninfected node as in blog D
à blog C. Here, only blog D is infected and is disconnected
from all other infected nodes. As blog C is uninfected we can
surmise that the URL was not propagated over this
connection.

Textual similarity was determined through a basic cosine
similarity metric on a term-frequency, inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF [21]) weighted vector representing the
textual content of the blog. The similarity metric followed a
similar pattern to the other features, with unlinked pairs of
blogs far less textually similar on average than linked ones.
The contrast was lessened slightly by the abundance and
ambiguity of words relative to URLs, which are unique and
sparser.
While similarity features were useful in predicting the
existence of a link, they did not provide as clear of a
discriminator for links that were plausible and implausible
infection routes. This is largely due to the fact that these links
are sampled from already connected nodes that are likely to
share URLs and hence be co-infected. As is visually evident
from Figure 3b, for blog pairs that are already linked, the
pairs that represent plausible routes of infection are not
markedly more similar than ones that are not. For this reason,
it is important to incorporate the additional information of
infection timings when classifying plausible links.

While particularly restrictive, this approach isolates our
examples and counteracts instance independence issues[15].

3.2 Blog Links, URLs, and Text Similarity
The first two features we examined were similarity
metrics derived from blog-blog links and blog-non-blog (i.e.
blog-URL) links. The similarity was computed in terms of a
simple cosine similarity measure that ranges between 0 (no
overlap in URLs) to 1 (all URLs are shared). If nA and nB are
the numbers of URLs found in blogs A and B, and nAB is the
number of shared URLs, then the similarity is computed as:

3.3 Timing of Infection
A unique feature of blog analysis is that approximate
timings of URL citations can be automatically collected,
providing information on how frequently one blog is infected
before another. Thus if blog A consistently cites the same
URL before blog B we may be more convinced that A is an
infection source for B.

s( A, B) = nAB / na / n b .
From Figure 3a, it is immediately apparent that blogs not
linking to one another tend to point to different blogs and
websites. On the other hand, blogs that do have links to one
another tend to mention other blogs and URLs in common.
This is not surprising, given the transitive nature of social
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As new links appeared on blog pages day to day, we
looked at whether pairs of blogs mentioned the same blog and
non-blog URLs, and whether they did so on the same day or
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Figure 3a) Similarity for both non-blog URLs (main figure) and blog URLs (inset) for a) links between reciprocated,
unreciprocated, and non-linked blog pairs, and b) plausible and implausible infections in existing links.

% blog pairs that cite >= 1 URL in common
blog-blog
link type

A after B

A before B

any
order

same day

A ßà B
AàB

17.4

24.5

24.5

45

10.9

22.9

17.0

A,B
(unlinked)

36

0.6

1.5

1.3

3

Table 1 Timing of URL citations between pairs of blogs,
broken down by the existence and directionality of links
between the blogs.
one day after the other. For some blogs we detected no new
URLs added, and those we removed from the analysis. The
results are summarized in the Table 1.
From Table 1 we can see that blogs that do not link to
each other have a very small total probability (3%) of
mentioning the same link during the period of approximately
3 weeks that the differential data was collected. Blogs linking
to one anther have about a 45% chance of mentioning at least
one common URL. Blogs with an unreciprocated link have
36% chance of mentioning the same URL, with a greater
chance that A, the blog that has the unreciprocated link to B,
mentions the URL on the same or later day than blog B. This
makes sense, since we know that A knows of B and so might
be getting content from it. To further check how strongly
correlated URL mentions are with explicit links, we extracted
three separate sets of blogs. The first had 100 pairs of blogs
that shared the greatest number of URLs but mentioned them
on different days. In this set, blog pairs had a 33% chance of
having a link between each other. The set of pairs that had the
greatest number of shared URLs on the same day had a
somewhat lower chance (20%) of linking. This was due to
noise introduced by duplicate sites (for example anythink.net
and anythink.org are the same blog), or sites sharing generic
sidebars duplicating the latest links from www.slashdot.org or
freshmeat.net. In contrast, the 100 pairs that shared at least
one link, but had the lowest overlap, had just a 4% chance of
linking to one another.
Six independent features were extracted from the time
ordered data: AbeforeB/nA, AafterB/nA, Asame-dayB/nA: AbeforeB/nB,
AafterB/nB, Asame-dayB/nB. AbeforeB, AafterB, and Asame-dayB
represent the number of links mentioned by A before, after,
and on the same day as B respectively, and nA and nB
represent the number of links referenced by A and B over the
crawl period. Using our previous terminology AbeforeB is the
number of URLs for which Tinfection(A) < Tinfection(B).
These features are even more interesting in the case of
infection links. Specifically, in nearly 4000 sample instances
where an infected blog A is connected to the infected blog B
(infected before A), the average AbeforeB/nA, AafterB/nA, AsamedayB/nA scores are 0.014, 0.055, and 0.052 respectively. These
scores are significantly higher than the average scores for the
4000 instances in which A is infected and B is not (2x, 6x,
and 6x respectively). This indicates that infection is 6 times
more likely when it has happened previously.

3.4 Classifiers
Using the features and training classes defined above it is
possible to build classifiers to automatically infer links and
detect likely routes of infection. Our experiments make use of
both SVM[5][20] models and a simpler logistic regression
classifier.

3.4.1 Link Inference
The first classifier (SVM) predicted three different
classes (reciprocated links, one way links, and unlinked
pairs). A second classifier (both implemented in SVM and as
a logistic regression) distinguished simply between linked
(undirected) and unlinked pairs. All SVM classifiers were
trained with 10-fold cross validation with a radial basis
function using all features.
An initial experiment using the SVM three-way classifier
on 300 training samples did not perform well (57% accuracy,
C = 32, γ=2.0, 1964 test samples). This result is primarily
due to difficulty in differentiating between one-way and
reciprocated links due to similarity in their features.
However, this may be possible to resolve in the future through
the use of additional trace data (more a-before-b type counts).
The two-way SVM classifier trained on 3572 examples
and tested on 1485 cases. With an optimal C=.03125, γ=2.0,
the SVM classifier yields an accuracy rate of 91.2%. The
logistic regression classifier trained on the same data performs
similarly (91.9% accuracy) but only makes use of the blog,
link, and text similarity features. The regression assigned
highest importance to the common blog links feature. Textual
similarity is the least important feature for classification and
given the expense of calculation is probably not worth the
additional overhead. It may be that restricting textual
similarity to words representing a new or “bursty” topic, as in
[13] [18], would enhance the predictive ability of textual data.

3.4.2 Infection Inference
An additional set of classifiers was designed to handle
the plausible/implausible infection route labels, illustrated in
Figure 2. Both the SVM and linear regression classifiers
were trained on 1108 examples and tested on 456.
The most successful logistic regression classifier used the
features: AbeforeB/nA, AafterB/nA, Asame-dayB/nA, in-link and outlink counts to A and B resulting in 77% accuracy. However, it
is notable that with only the first three features 75% accuracy
is achieved. As might be expected, the most important feature
in determining whether it is plausible that A obtained
information from B is whether and how often A mentioned
links after B, To a lesser extent, A mentioning links on the
same day or before B helps classify routes as plausible.
Various SVM classifiers were tested, ranging in accuracy
from 61-71.5%. The best performing one used link similarity,
blog similarity, and all six timing features with a C = 32,
γ=32.0. These classifiers can then be used to evaluate how
likely transmission of information is between any two blogs.

4. Visualization
Using the classifiers above as well as a set of heuristics
we are now able to construct an infection tree, with each node

representing a blog. Visually we place each node at the
vertical position corresponding to the date on which the blog
posted an entry containing a specific URL. Links in the tree
between the nodes show how infection may have spread for a
specific URL. The constructed trees have been made
available as a web service. Through the service users can
enter a URL from the May crawl data. The system will
automatically produce figures representing the explicit link
structure. Note that the current public system only contains
edges inferred through the two-class link inference SVM.
Two infection graphs are built for each URL. The first, a
directed-acyclic graph (DAG), contains all possible links A à
B that are either explicitly defined in the blog network or
identified as being plausible infection routes by the classifier
(as long as Tinfection(B) <= Tinfection (A)). Our system has also
extracted the limited “via” information available in posts and
those explicit links are labeled with a different color. We
found that these trees contain a great number of edges,
making them difficult to interpret. To address this issue we
label each link with an inference score and allow users to
dynamically control the threshold for display. Additionally,
we build a simpler sparse tree that will attempt to “anchor”
each blog by only the most likely edge (generating a true tree).
This is achieved through the pseudo-algorithm described
below. We use the following definitions:
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•

Let via(A, URLx) be the set of blogs indicated by
blog A as the explicit sources of URLx. Each blog B
in this set must further conform to Tinfection(B) <=
Tinfection (A).

•

Let explicit_directed(A,URLx) be the set of blogs
that blog A explicitly links to and which are also
infected by URLx. Each blog B in this set must
further conform to Tinfection(B) <= Tinfection (A).

•

Let explicit_reverse(A,URLx) be the set of blogs that
have an unreciprocated link to A that were infected

by URLx prior to A.
•

Let inferred (A,URLx) be the set of blogs that have
been inferred by the classifier with timing
restrictions

For each blog, A, infected by URLx or algorithm is as
follows. For the first non-empty set in (via(A, URLx),
explicit_directed(A, URLx), explicit_reverse(A, URLx),
inferred(A, URLx)), draw a link to each blog B in that set (e.g.
if via(A, URLx) is non-empty, draw link to each blog B in that
set else check the next set). If more than one link exists
between A and a previously infected blog use the classifier
score, to remove all but the highest scoring link. Note that the
algorithm does not guarantee that an “upward” link will be
generated for each blog. For example, the earliest infected
blog clearly can not be anchored to any source.
A further refinement allows us to incorporate blogs that
we did not know were infected or that are outside our sample.
This is done by using the via data.
For example,
boingboing.net is a popular blog that had mentioned the Giant
Microbes site on May 14th, but this particular post was
missed by the crawler . Our system, however, notes that a via
link exists from an infected blog to boingboing.net in the
Giant Microbes post. Adding boingboing.net into the network
“explains” three additional sites that attribute the infection to
it. A node for boingboing.net is generated and the Tinfection is
set to one day earlier than the earliest node claiming infection
by the boingboing site. If the via information points at a node
not in our blog database a virtual “Other” node is generated
and placed in the tree.
Both the complete DAG and “most likely” tree are
visually laid out in layers for each day in a timeline style. The
layout is done using the Graphviz tool [9]. This data is then
imported into our exploratory graph analysis tool, Zoomgraph
[2]. Zoomgraph functions as an applet allowing for the
exploration of large graphs in a zoomable UI (infinite plane,
infinite zoom). Using the Zoomgraph language we also allow

Giant Microbes
Dave Barry

(http://www.giantmicrobes.com)

4b)
That Brad Guy

BoingBoing

CNN story on Walmart
Shift..com

(http://money.cnn.com/2003/05/06/news/companies/walmart_mags/index.htm)

wendy.bozzysworld.com

Figure 4a-b. Two depictions of the “most likely” infection trees determined by the algorithm described in
Section 4. Thick red links (e.g. shift.com à boingboing) are “via” links. Thin blue links (e.g.
wendy.bozzysworld.com à Dave Barry) are explicit links and the slightly thicker green links (e.g.
thatbradguy.com à Dave Barry) are inferred links. Figure 4a represents a longer running infection for the Giant
Microbes site and 4b a short topical infection (a CNN news article).

users to control which layers they are interested in as well as a
classifier threshold.
The applet-based visualization allows for a quick
analysis of the spreading patterns of URLs. For example,
Figure 4 is the visual output for two URLs: the Giant
Microbes site and a CNN.com news story. We can very easily
see differences between these different epidemics. The Giant
Microbes visualization shows many explicitly connected
nodes that indicate a highly connected community is
interested in the site. Additionally, we note that the infected
nodes appear over a 10 day period (and potentially longer).
On the other hand the CNN story received attention from
nodes that do not display much explicit linkage illustrating
that it is broadly interesting to individuals. However, we also
see that the epidemic dies quickly as the story is most likely
not interesting to connected groups and is no longer on the
CNN front page.
In addition to the applet mode Zoomgraph also functions
in an interactive mode that provides a graph analysis language
that we can use to further explore the graph (e.g. finding
disconnected clusters, exploring graph statistics, etc.). The
full tool is also available for download and use.

5. Discussion
The results of all classifiers were encouraging. When
applying them to practical applications such as constructing
infection routes, we made use of additional heuristics to select
only the most likely routes. One source of possible error in
inference is the incompleteness of the crawl. For example, a
link may be inferred between blog A and B since B is infected
before A. However, there may exist an un-crawled blog (X)
that is the true source of infection for both blogs A and B.
The classifier may therefore detect a likely route of infection,
but not the most likely. A further potential problem was that
our timing data extended over only a few weeks, and so
provided only sparse examples of likely infection routes.
Some further work is necessary to determine how robust the
classifiers are with respect to sample size. Both the issue of
uncrawled blogs and sparse timing data can be helped by
using larger crawls over an extended period.
Another aspect of meme propagation in the blogosphere
that we did not incorporate into our current visualization
system, but which could potentially assist in finding likely
infection routes, is the fact that a meme can sometimes reside
at multiple URLs. It may be possible to allow users to either
manually, or with the assistance of text similarity type
mechanisms, express to the system which URLs should be
considered part of the same infection. While in most cases
content is hosted at a single website (with one URL), URL
variants may exist due to occasional mirroring (especially for
high-bandwidth data such as video) or the original link may
be subsumed by another site with “value added” information
(collected links, such as news articles, about a specific
meme).

For example, a popular Honda advertisement1 in 2003
appeared as 14 URL variants on 359 blogs. The blog pairs
that were linked were twice as likely (71%) to have
referenced the same URL within 2 days of each other as those
that were not (33%). The fact that the different ‘strains’ of
the same meme exist makes it easier to discern who got the
information from whom, but further work is required to
make the inclusion of such information practical in large scale
analysis.

6. Conclusions & Future Work
In this paper we have demonstrated a technique for
inferring information propagation through a blog network. By
analyzing the routes of individual URLs, we built a tool that is
able to visualize and explain how information travels. These
explanations are generated by utilizing explicit blog link
structure, attribution links, node properties, and historical
data. We also demonstrate a visualization tool that allows
users to explore the propagation of specific URLs in the blog
network.
We are continuing to refine the classification
mechanisms. This includes better sampling and additional
features. We are also interested in exploring ways of
combining the link and infection predictors into one decision
system to generate better predictions. Using the inferred
graphs we are beginning to explore how graph structure can
influence or cause different types of epidemics. Finally, we
have begun using this and related inference techniques to
produce novel ranking algorithms for blog search tools [3] and
in the study of meme “mutations.”
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